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Abstract We argue that the superlative modifiers at least and at most quan-
tify over a scale of answers to the current question under discussion (and in
this sense, resolve issues), and that they draw attention to the individual pos-
sibilities along the scale (and in this sense, raise issues for discussion). The
point of departure is a simple analysis on which at least denotes what only
presupposes, and at most denotes what only contributes as its ordinary at-
issue content. This analysis captures the truth conditions, focus-sensitivity,
and distribution of superlative modifiers but leaves some pragmatic facts
unexplained. We enrich the simple account with unrestricted inquisitive
semantics in order to explain the fact that superlative modifiers give rise
to ignorance implicatures while comparative modifiers like more and less
do not, the fact that superlative modifiers do not give rise to scalar impli-
catures, and two puzzles concerning the interaction between superlative
modifiers and deontic modals. We argue that this proposal provides the
most empirically successful published account of superlative modifiers to
date.
Keywords: numeral, scalar modifiers, QUD, focus, inquisitive semantics, implicature
1 Introduction
The reader may find it intuitively obvious that the following two sentences
are true under exactly the same circumstances.
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(1) a. John scored at least five goals.
b. John scored more than four goals.
They are both false, for example, if John scored exactly three goals. That
intuition can be captured by treating at least n andmore than n as generalized
quantifiers as follows (Barwise & Cooper 1981):
(2) Çat least nÉ =  P.  Q. |P \Q|   n
(3) Çmore than nÉ =  P.  Q. |P \Q| > n
However, several researchers have pointed out that things are not quite as
simple as they may seem at first glance.
For example, it is often supposed that (4a) semantically entails that Bertha
drank three or more beers, and conversationally implicates that she did not
drink more, so three is semantically equivalent to at least three. If that is the
case, then why doesn’t (4b) evoke the same conversational implicature?
(4) a. Bertha drank three beers.
b. Bertha drank at least three beers.
It is usually assumed that three conversationally implicates ‘not four’ because
four is a stronger alternative that the speaker would have chosen had it been
appropriate. If that is the case, then, as Krifka (1999) points out, at least three
should conversationally implicate ‘not at least four’ as well by the same logic.
Krifka also points out that at least is focus-sensitive. We offer the follow-
ing minimal pair to illustrate this:
(5) a. We should at least invite the [postdoc]F to lunch.
b. We should at least invite the postdoc [to lunch]F .
(5a) implies that we should invite someone to lunch, while (5b) does not; in
(5b) dinner instead would also be fine. On the other hand, (5b) implies that
we should invite the postdoc to something, whereas (5a) does not; in (5a)
someone more important instead would also be satisfactory. Focus-sensitivity
is not expected under the simple generalized quantifier account.
As shown by the previous example, at least and at most do not always
modify numerals and can relate to a scale whose elements are not ranked
by entailment (Krifka 1999). This point can be made more simply with the
following example.
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(6) She is at least an assistant professor.
A higher-ranked alternative in this case would be ‘full professor’, and being
a full professor does not entail being an assistant professor. To put it in
Krifka’s terms, in general, the scale is ordered by pragmatic strength, which
sometimes corresponds to semantic strength (entailment), but not always.
Geurts & Nouwen (2007) point out a number of differences between
superlative modifiers and comparative modifiers. One is that superlative
modifiers typically give rise to an ignorance implicature while comparative
modifiers do not. Nouwen (2010) gives the following example:
(7) a. #A hexagon has at least five sides.
b. A hexagon has more than four sides.
Example (7a) is funny because it gives rise to the unlikely implication that the
speaker does not know how many sides a hexagon has. (7b) is fine, however,
as it does not implicate that.
This contrast manifested itself in an experiment conducted by Geurts,
Katsos, et al. (2010), who found that comparative modifiers and superla-
tive modifiers behave differently in inference judgment tasks. Participants
in their experiment were given a premise and a conclusion and asked to
judge whether the conclusion followed from the premise. Subjects were
significantly more likely to judge (8b) as a consequence of (8a) than (8c).
(8) a. Berta had three beers.
b. Bertha had more than 2 beers.
c. Bertha had at least 3 beers.
This can be explained on the grounds that at least gives rise to an ignorance
implicature while more than does not. When a statement contains an igno-
rance implicature, it should be pragmatically odd to express it as a conclusion
from a premise that settles the issue.
Geurts & Nouwen (2007) also point out that superlative and comparative
modifiers differ in their distribution:
(9) a. Betty had three martinis {at most /*fewer than}.
b. {At least /*More than}, Betty had three martinis.
c. Wilma danced with {at most /*fewer than} every second man
who asked her.
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d. Wilma danced with {at least /?more than} Fred and Barney.
While (9) shows that superlative modifiers have a wider distribution than
comparative modifiers in some respects, there are also environments where
comparatives are more acceptable than superlatives. For example, superlative
modifiers seem to resist embedding under negation.
(10) a. John hardly ate {???at least three / more than two} apples.
b. This won’t take {???at least 50 / more than 45} minutes.
(11) a. None of the guests danced with {???at least three / more
than two} of the waitresses.
b. Betty didn’t have {???at most three / ?fewer than four} mar-
tinis.
Superlative modifiers also lack certain readings that comparative modifiers
can have:
(12) a. You may have at most two beers.
b. You may have fewer than three beers.
While (12b) can be used to grant permission to have fewer than three beers,
(12a) can only be used to forbid having more than two. This is Geurts &
Nouwen’s (2007) ‘missing readings’ puzzle.
However, it is important not to restrict the range of readings for superla-
tive modifiers too much. As Büring (2008) points out, the following sentence
is ambiguous.
(13) The paper has to be at least 10 pages long.
This sentence has both an ‘authoritative reading’, on which it informs the
interlocutor what the acceptable page lengths are, speaking as the authority
on the subject, and a ‘speaker insecurity’ reading, on which the speaker does
not know what the required length of the paper is, but believes it to be over
10 pages.
Let us summarize the main data to be accounted for with a theory of
superlative modifiers.
i. Truth conditions: At least three Ps are Qs is false whenever fewer
than three Ps are Qs; At most three Ps are Qs is false whenever more
than three Ps are Qs.
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ii. Scalar implicatures: At least three does not give rise to a scalar impli-
cature of no more than three (in contrast with unadorned three).
iii. Focus-sensitivity: Superlative modifiers are focus-sensitive.
iv. Scale types: Superlative modifiers relate to scales that are not neces-
sarily ordered by entailment.
v. Ignorance implicatures: Superlative modifiers give rise to ignorance
implicatures and comparative ones do not.
vi. Distribution: Superlative modifiers can modify a range of expres-
sions, not just numerals, and have a wider syntactic distribution than
comparative modifiers.
vii. Embedding under negation: Superlative modifiers are less acceptable
than comparative modifiers in certain negative environments.
viii. Missing readings: At most lacks a reading under may that fewer than
has.
ix. Authoritative readings: At least has both ‘speaker insecurity’ and
‘authoritative’ readings under must.
It is quite a challenge to capture all of this in one go, and we will argue in
§4 that all of the previous proposals (Krifka 1999, Geurts & Nouwen 2007,
Büring 2008, Nouwen 2010, Cummins & Katsos 2010, Cohen & Krifka 2011)
have missed at least one of these targets.
The proposal we wish to put forth is, we argue, more empirically suc-
cessful than all of the previous ones (although it is not perfect; we have no
explanation for the restricted distribution of superlative modifiers under
negation). In §2, we give a preliminary analysis on which at least denotes
exactly what only presupposes, and at most denotes exactly what only con-
tributes as its at-issue content, under Coppock & Beaver’s (2011) analysis of
only. This analysis (which, for at least, is equivalent to Büring’s under certain
assumptions) will capture the truth conditions, distribution, flexibility re-
garding scale types, and focus-sensitivity of superlative modifiers. The story
as told in §2 fails to account for the facts concerning implicatures, however:
sentences with superlative modifiers do not give rise to quantity implicatures
(in contrast to corresponding sentences in which the superlative modifiers
are omitted), and yet they do give rise to ignorance implicatures (in contrast
to corresponding sentences with comparative modifiers). The interactions
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between superlative modifiers and modals also remain mysterious under this
view.
In §3, we enrich this account using inquisitive semantics. Essentially, the
proposal is that at least p and at most p denote sets of possibilities, where
possibilities are sets of possible worlds. At least p denotes the set of answers
to the current question under discussion that are ranked as high as or higher
than the prejacent in terms of pragmatic strength. At most p denotes the set
of possibilities ranked as high as or lower than the prejacent, excluding those
possibilities that are ranked higher than the prejacent. This will mean that
by uttering a sentence with at least or at most, one is effectively raising an
issue for discussion. This is the source of the ignorance implicature. These
assumptions can also be used to explain why at least n does not give rise to
the same scalar implicature that n gives rise to, and they shed light on the
interactions between superlative modifiers and modals.
2 A QUD-based analysis of superlative modifiers
As discussed by Coppock & Beaver (2011, to appear), scalar exclusives like
only, just and merely have a presupposition that can be paraphrased with at
least, and their ordinary semantic content can be paraphrased with at most.
Hence the following inference patterns:
(14) a. This is only/just/merely a down payment.
! This is at least a down payment.
! This is at most a down payment.
b. This isn’t only/just/merely a down payment.
! This is at least a down payment.
! This is not at most a down payment.
Coppock & Beaver (2011, to appear) argue that their account of only can
explain these patterns. This argument implicitly depends on an analysis of
at least and at most that matches their analysis of only. In this section we
make that analysis explicit, and enumerate several of its virtues. The analysis
in this section will be a starting point for our final analysis, which accounts
more successfully for the pragmatic behavior of superlative modifiers.
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2.1 Information states
Our analysis of at least (both our preliminary one and the one we will end
up with) is based on a pragmatic strength ranking over the answers to the
current question under discussion (QUD). Following Roberts (1996/2012) and
Beaver & Clark (2008), and building on Rooth (1985, 1992), we assume that
the QUD is a set of propositions, and that focus-marking is systematically
related to the QUD (more on this in §2.4). For example, (15a) is felicitous
when the QUD is who John invited, while (15b) is not. The QUD for (15b)
should be who invited Mary.
(15) a. John invited [Mary]F .
b. [John]F invited Mary.
We assume that discourse evolves against the background of a discourse
context, and that discourse contexts contain a QUD, a ranking over the
answers to the QUD, and the common knowledge of the participants. If we
have the ranking, we can recover the QUD; it is the set of things that are
ranked (since the QUD is a set of propositions, the set of its answers). And
from that we can recover the information in the common ground. So we can
simply represent contexts (or “information states”) as strength orderings
over answers to the QUD as in Coppock & Beaver 2012a.
Foreshadowing the introduction of inquisitive semantics in §3, we will
refer to a set of possible worlds as a ‘possibility’. A state s, then, is a partially
ordered set of possibilities. When we treat a state s as a relation, we write
 s . For example, suppose the question in s is ‘Who snores?’, and the possible
answers are the following, where w10 is the world where Ann snores and Bill
does not snore, w01 is the world where Ann does not snore and Bill snores,
and so on:
• a = {w10,w11} ‘Ann snores’
• b = {w01,w11} ‘Bill snores’
• a&b = {w11} ‘Ann and Bill snore’
If a&b is stronger than both a and b, and a and b are unranked with respect
to each other then we have the following state:
{ha&b,ai, ha&b,bi, ha,ai, hb,bi, ha&b,a&bi}
In a more visual format:
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a
a&b
b
The QUD of s, sˆ, can be defined as the field of that relation, the set of
possibilities that are ordered by the relation (cf. Krifka 1999).
(16) QUD of a state
If s is a state, then the QUD of s, sˆ = {p | 9p0 [p   s p0 or p0   s p]}
In our example, the QUD of the state s is:
sˆ = {a, b, a&b}
The common ground of s, s⇤, is the union over all possibilities in sˆ.
(17) Common ground of a state
If s is a state, then the informational content of s, s⇤ = S sˆ
The common ground of a state is a set of indices (possible worlds, for
simplicity, here; the framework should ultimately be complicated so that
indices are world-assignment pairs). The common ground of the state in our
example is {w01,w10,w11}. It is in the common ground that presuppositions
should be satisfied.
2.2 Scalar only
As discussed above in connection with (14), repeated as (18), the presupposi-
tion of scalar exclusives like only, just, and merely can be paraphrased with
at least, and their at-issue content can be paraphrased with at most (Coppock
& Beaver 2011).
(18) a. This is only/just/merely a down payment.
! This is at least a down payment.
! This is at most a down payment.
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b. This isn’t only/just/merely a down payment.
! This is at least a down payment.
! This is not at most a down payment.
The at-issue component of only was originally thought to be something
that can be paraphrased with nothing/nobody other than instead of at most,
and the presupposition was thought to be the prejacent (Horn 1969). As
discussed in detail by Beaver & Clark (2008) and Coppock & Beaver (2011, to
appear), the traditional analysis works for cases like I only invited John, but
it doesn’t work for cases like (18); (18a) does not imply that this is nothing
(relevant) other than a down payment, and (18b) does not imply that this is a
down payment (the prejacent). In (18), the salient set of alternatives is not
ranked by entailment, but rather by pragmatic strength. When higher-ranked
alternatives do not entail lower-ranked alternatives, the inference to the
prejacent does not survive negation, as we see in this example.
Beaver & Clark (2008) analyze only in terms of two meaning components,
min and max, which relate to a pragmatic strength ranking. We adopt the
following definitions, based on Coppock & Beaver 2011.
(19) a. mins(p) =  w. 9p0 2 sˆ : p0(w)^ p0   s p
b. maxs(p) =  w. 8p0 2 sˆ : p0(w)! p   s p0
min and max are functions from propositions (type p = hs, ti) to proposi-
tions. mins(p) says that there is a true answer to the QUD in s that is at
least as strong as p, and maxs(p) says that all answers to the QUD that are
stronger than p are false.
Beaver & Clark’s (2008) analysis of only can be stated as follows:
(20) ÇonlyÉs =  p.
(
maxs(p), if s⇤ Ó mins(p)
undefined otherwise.
The turnstile ‘Ó’ signifies entailment, and we take this to be defined as
subset. As Coppock & Beaver (2012b) show, this can made more general to
account for the fact that only can combine not only with proposition-denoting
expressions but also expressions of other types. Coppock and Beaver analyze
NP-modifying only as a modifier of generalized quantifiers, and VP-modifying
only as a property-modifier. These various uses can be captured under the
following schema, where ⌧ can be any type, and p = hs, ti is the type of
propositions.
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(21) ÇonlyÉs =  ↵h⌧,pi.   ⌧ .
(
maxs(↵( )), if s⇤ Ó mins(↵( ))
undefined otherwise.
This variant can be obtained using the Geach rule (e.g. Jacobson 1999). The
Geach rule converts a function f with type ha,bi into a function f 0 with type
hhc,ai, hc, bii of the form  R.  x. f(R(x)), where R has type hc,ai and x
has type c. If a and b are p, and c is type ⌧, then we obtain the type of
variant given in (21).
2.3 Lexical entries for superlative modifiers
As mentioned above, Krifka (1999) pointed out that, just as with only, the
focus alternatives used by superlative modifiers are ranked by pragmatic
strength, which can coincide with semantic strength (entailment), but need
not do so. For example, in (22), the question under discussion is something
like ‘What position does John hold?’.
(22) John is at least an [assistant professor]F .
The answers include, in order of strength, ‘John is a grad student’, ‘John is
a postdoc’, ‘John is an assistant professor’, ‘John is an associate professor’,
and ‘John is a full professor’. What the sentence means can be expressed
as a disjunction over the answers that are at least as strong as ‘John is an
assistant professor’: ‘John is an assistant, associate, or full professor’. The
answers to the question under discussion in this case are mutually exclusive;
one cannot be a full professor and an assistant professor at the same time.
So the stronger answers do not entail the weaker answers in this example.
We can account for this by assuming that superlative modifiers make use of
the same kind of scales that only uses.
Specifically, let us assume that, as Coppock & Beaver (2011) argue, at
least denotes what only presupposes and at most expresses only’s ordinary
semantic content, so at least denotes min and at most denotes max. To be
more precise, in state s, at least p means mins(p), and at most p means
maxs(p).1
1 The reader may wonder why we opt to make at least and at most sensitive to the QUD in
the style of Beaver & Clark (2008) rather than picking up focus alternatives as in Rooth
1992. This choice is not crucial, but the Beaver-and-Clark-style framework is slightly easier
to work with than Rooth’s when it comes to dealing with scales, as Coppock & Beaver (to
appear) discuss. If we were to adopt a Rooth-style approach, a theory of where the strength
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(23) a. Çat leastÉs =  p. mins(p)
b. Çat mostÉs =  p. maxs(p)
Applying the Geach rule as described above gives the following variants:
(24) a. Çat leastÉs =  ↵h⌧,pi.   ⌧ . mins(↵( ))
b. Çat mostÉs =  ↵h⌧,pi.   ⌧ . maxs(↵( ))
Two virtues of this account should be immediately obvious: It accounts
for (i) the inference pattern in (18) showing that only entails at most and
presupposes at least, and (ii) the fact that all of these items relate to scales
that are ranked by pragmatic strength.
2.4 Focus-sensitivity
The analysis in (23)/(24) also accounts for the focus-sensitivity of superlative
modifiers. The QUD of the state is systematically related to focus by the
Focus Principle:2
(25) Focus Principle (Beaver & Clark 2008)
Some part of a declarative utterance must evoke all of the possibilities
in the QUD.
We assume following Rooth (1985, 1992) that every expression ↵ has an
alternative semantic value Ç↵ÉA; an expression “evokes” a set of alternatives
by having that set as its alternative semantic value. The alternative set for
an unfocused atomic constituent is the singleton set containing the ordinary
semantic value of that constituent. But if a constituent is focused, then the
alternative set will be a set of objects that have the same type as the focused
constituent. Alternative semantic values are computed recursively in the
standard way (essentially as in Rooth 1985). The Focus Principle says that
the QUD must be a (possibly non-proper) subset of the alternative semantic
value of some part of the utterance ↵:
sˆ ✓ Ç↵ÉA
ranking comes from and how it relates to the alternatives would have to be developed. These
questions are already answered in the Beaver and Clark framework, where the strength
ranking over the salient set of alternatives is provided by the information state.
2 This is quite similar to Rooth’s (1992) ‘question-answer constraint’, which is a special case of
his Focus Interpretation Principle. Beaver and Clark’s Focus Principle is more general in that
it pertains not only to explicit questions but also to implicit questions.
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Note that the QUD may have fewer alternatives than the alternative semantic
value of ↵ because the QUD only contains alternatives that are consistent
with the common ground, and the alternative semantic value is computed
blindly, taking only semantic type into account.
The Focus Principle means that superlative modifiers are correctly pre-
dicted to be focus-sensitive on this account (unlike the original generalized
quantifier account, but like most subsequent ones). This was illustrated
above with (5), repeated here.
(26) a. We should at least invite [the postdoc]F to lunch.
b. We should at least invite the postdoc to [lunch]F .
Because the sentences in (26) differ with respect to their focused constituents,
they impose different constraints on the QUD via the Focus Principle. The
alternatives to (26a) are the propositions expressed by sentences of the form
“We should invite ↵ to lunch.” This means that (26a) must relate to the
question “Who should we invite to lunch?”. At least on one interpretation,
answers can be ranked according to the importance of the invited individual
(Professor Smith, for example, would correspond to a higher-ranked alter-
native). For (26b), the alternatives are propositions expressed by sentences
of the form “We should invite the postdoc to ↵,” so the question should be
“What should we invite the postdoc to?”, with answers ranked by fanciness
or expensiveness, dinner being a higher-ranked alternative to lunch. This
gives the result that (26a) implies that we should invite someone to lunch,
while (26b) does not. Likewise, we predict that (26b) implies that we should
invite the postdoc to something, whereas (26a) does not.
2.5 Distribution
Now let us consider the syntactic differences between superlative and com-
parative modifiers, shown above in (9), repeated here as (27).3
(27) a. Betty had three martinis {at most /*fewer than}.
b. {At least /*More than}, Betty had three martinis.
c. Wilma danced with {at most /*fewer than} every second man
who asked her.
3 Louise McNally points out that at most does not seem to be quite as polymorphic as at least.
For example, She will be at most satisfied with the results does not sound as natural as She
will be at least satisfied with the results. This is an unsolved puzzle.
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d. Wilma danced with {at least /?more than} Fred and Barney.
According to the definitions of at least and at most given above in (23a) and
(23b), they combine with a proposition, which predicts that they can occur
clause-peripherally, as in (27a) and (27b).
We also allowed for the possibility that further variants may be derived
through applying the Geach rule. This yields items that take two arguments,
↵ and  , where ↵ is type h⌧, pi and   is type ⌧ , and ⌧ can be any type. When
⌧ is he,pi, at least and at most have type hhhe,pi, pi, hhe,pi, pii, that is, they
can modify generalized quantifiers. This analysis can be applied to (27c) and
(27d), where it appears that at least and at most are modifying noun phrases
whose type is hhe,pi, pi.
Geurts & Nouwen (2007) propose that comparative modifiers can only
modify first-order predicates, i.e., those of type he,pi. In our framework,
their analysis could be formalized as follows (cf. their definition on p. 540,
ex. (31)):
(28) Çmore thanÉs =  Phe,pi.  x.  w. 9P 0[P 0(x) >s P(x) ^ P 0(x)(w)]
We hereby add our names to the growing list of researchers on this topic
who have endorsed this assumption, and thereby explain the distributional
restrictions on comparative modifiers.
2.6 Truth conditions
One very fundamental virtue of this account is that it correctly captures the
truth conditions of sentences with at least. (This virtue is crucially not shared
by Geurts & Nouwen’s (2007) account, as Cohen & Krifka (2011) point out.)
Consider (29), with focus on the numeral. This sentence is false if John petted
exactly two rabbits.
(29) John petted at least three rabbits.
In order to evaluate whether or not our analysis makes the right predictions
regarding this case, we must make some assumptions about the meanings
of numerals. Since Horn (1972), the dominant view has been that numerals
have what Horn (1992) calls a ‘one-sided’ meaning, so that e.g. Two pens
are on the table is true (though infelicitous) if there are three pens on the
table. Others (see Kennedy 2012 for a recent summary) have argued for a
‘two-sided’ analysis, on which two pens is semantically equivalent to exactly
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two pens. However, even Kennedy (2012), a proponent of the ‘two-sided’
view, admits that numerals may be ambiguous, having both one-sided and
two-sided readings.
To be on the safe side, we should show that our analysis delivers the
right truth conditions regardless of what we assume regarding numerals.
Let us first consider a two-sided (‘exactly’) analysis for three. Let pn stand
for the set of worlds where John petted exactly n rabbits. Given that focus
is on three, our question in s should be how many rabbits John petted,
with answers ranked by number of petted rabbits (p0<s p1<s p2<s . . . ).
The denotation of John petted at least three rabbits will then be as follows,
speaking set-theoretically:
(30) ÇJohn petted at least three rabbitsÉs = S{pn|n   3}
The worlds in which exactly two rabbits were petted by John are not in the
denotation of the sentence, as desired. We get the same result if we let pn
stand for the set of worlds where John petted n or more rabbits. Hence
regardless of what stance we take on the analysis of numerals, we correctly
derive the result that John petted at least three rabbits is false in worlds
where John petted only two.
The corresponding sentence with at most should be false in a world where
John petted four rabbits. The definition in terms of max ensures that the
denotation of John petted at most three rabbits includes no worlds that are
included in an alternative ranked higher than John petted three rabbits. Let
us begin with a two-sided analysis of numerals. Let pn stand for the set
of worlds where John petted exactly n rabbits, and let ! stand for the set
of all worlds. The denotation of John petted at most three rabbits is, in set
theoretical terms:
(31) ÇJohn petted at most three rabbitsÉs =! S{pn|n > 3}
The denotation excludes all of the worlds where John petted exactly four
rabbits. This result also follows if we use a one-sided analysis of numerals:
Let pn now stand for the set of worlds where John petted n or more rabbits.
The denotation of our sentence can again be expressed with the formula
in (31). All of the worlds in p4 are eliminated, which means that all of the
worlds where John petted four or more rabbits are not in the denotation.
Thus regardless of our assumptions about numerals, we correctly predict
that John petted at most three rabbits is false if John petted four rabbits.
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Now, suppose that John did in fact pet exactly four rabbits. According
to our analysis, John petted at least three rabbits is true, and John petted at
most three rabbits is false. This accords with our intuitions, and those of
Cohen & Krifka (2011: pp. 6-7), but it is controversial whether this is a bug
or a feature. Geurts & Nouwen (2007) and Geurts, Katsos, et al. (2010) show
that native speakers are not reliably willing to agree that John petted four
rabbits implies John petted at least three rabbits, or John petted at most five
rabbits. Approximately half of the native speakers of Dutch that they asked
judged both of these inferences to be invalid (in Dutch). These results do
not establish that they are in fact semantically invalid, because superlative
modifiers convey more pragmatic information than the sentence with the bare
numeral, namely ignorance implicatures. As Kaplan (1999) discusses, validity
intuitions are affected by whether the information conveyed by the conclusion
is contained in the information conveyed by the premise, and truth-conditions
are not the only relevant kind of information that may play a role in such
judgments. On the other hand, the fact that 50% of the respondents did
see these as valid inferences suggests that these inferences are somehow
valid, and indeed under our proposal, these inferences are logically valid
despite being pragmatically invalid. We therefore see the prediction that
they are semantically valid as a feature, as long as an explanation for why
they are pragmatically invalid comes with the theory as well. We will offer an
explanation in §3.
Because ‘at most two’ entails ‘at most three’ according to our proposal,
we predict that the following inference is valid:
(32) a. If Berta has had at most three drinks, she is fit to drive. Berta
has had at most two drinks.
b. Berta is fit to drive.
This is in line with our intuitions, as well as those of linguistically untrained
native speakers of English, according to experimental results obtained by
Cummins & Katsos (2010). Crucially, this inference is predicted to be invalid
under Geurts & Nouwen’s (2007) theory, where superlatives are defined in
terms of the epistemic state of the speaker, as we discuss in further detail in
§4.
Furthermore, unlike Geurts & Nouwen’s (2007) theory, the present analysis
is extensional. We agree with Cohen & Krifka (2011) that this is a virtue.
Suppose that, in world w, all rabbits are magical beings, and there are no
other magical beings in w. Then (29) has the same truth value as (33) in w:
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(33) John petted at least three magical beings.
This equivalence holds regardless of whether or not anybody is aware of the
magical nature of rabbits, as Cohen & Krifka (2011) point out. Some speakers
may hold one of these statements to be true while failing to hold the other to
be true, but this would stem from faulty information regarding the state of
the world, and one of these two beliefs would be mistaken. If indeed rabbits
are magical, then Mary petted at least three magical beings if she petted at
least three rabbits, regardless of what anybody believes about rabbits.
2.7 Relation to Büring’s theory
We should note at this point that our analysis of at least is quite similar to
Büring’s (2008) proposal, which builds in turn very much on Krifka 1999.
Recognizing that alternatives may be ranked in a fashion that does not
correspond to entailment, Krifka (1999) introduces a strength ranking over
focus alternatives, and defines the meaning of at least ↵ as the semantic
union over the focus alternatives ranked as high as or higher than ↵. Büring
(2008) uses this idea and construes the meaning of at least in terms of
disjunction.
Büring (pp. 118–119) defines at least in combination with a proposition-
denoting expression ↵ syncategorematically as follows (we are copying his
notation verbatim here):
(34) a. Çat least ↵É = [Ç↵É   S(above(↵))] _ S(above(↵))
b. above(↵) = S{O0|hÇ↵É,O0i 2 Ç↵ÉA}
Ç↵ÉA is the alternative semantic value of ↵, but here, it is not a set of
alternative values, but rather a strength relation over alternative values,
following Krifka (1999). If ha,bi is a member of this relation, then b is
“above” a. The elements of the alternative semantic value here are likewise
pairs of values such that the second is stronger than the first.
If alternative semantic values are ranked as Krifka proposes, the Focus
Principle should require congruence between the alternative semantic values
and the strength ranking, rather than the QUD. Here is a version of the Focus
Principle that does that:
(35) Scalar Focus Principle
A declarative utterance in context s must contain an expression ↵ such
that Ç↵ÉA ✓   s
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Armed with this principle, we can recast Büring’s lexical entry for at least as
stated in (34) non-syncategorematically as in (36):
(36) Çat leastÉs =  p.  w. 9q[q   s p ^ q(w)]
And this is exactly what we have as the definition of min. Hence, for all p of
type hs, ti, and for all w:
Çat leastÉs(p)(w) () mins(p)(w)
Thus our temporary proposal for at least can be seen as a cross-categorial
and non-syncategorematic variant of Büring’s proposal, based on a slightly
different treatment of focus alternatives. (Büring does not offer an analysis
of at most, which we do here.)
As we have just argued, this solution has a number of advantages. But we
will argue in §3.1 that Büring’s analysis suffers from a conceptual problem
that prevents it from being able to explain the implicature data. To remedy
this problem and account for this data, we enrich the analysis with inquisitive
semantics.
3 At least in inquisitive semantics
3.1 Problem: Ignorance implicatures
What we have said so far predicts I read at least three books to be equivalent
to I read more than two books, both semantically and pragmatically. But
recall (7), repeated here as (37).
(37) a. #A hexagon has at least five sides.
b. A hexagon has more than four sides.
Most people know how many sides a hexagon has. So for most people, (37a)
is infelicitous, because it implies that they do not know this. On the other
hand, (37b) seems not to give rise to the same ignorance implicature.
Nothing we have said so far explains this contrast between superlative and
comparative modifiers. Our theory thus far is basically equivalent to Büring’s,
and although Büring purports to explain this contrast, his explanation is
conceptually problematic. According to Büring, at least “amounts to” a
disjunction between the prejacent and its higher-ranked alternatives. This
means, according to Büring, that it is subject to the following implicature
schema:
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(38) If a speaker utters p or q, it is implied that (i) in all of the speaker’s
doxastic alternatives p _ q and (ii-a) in some of the speaker’s doxastic
alternatives p, and (ii-b) in some q. Büring (2008: 114f)
In what sense is at least disjunctive on Büring’s account? One might point
to the disjunction symbol _ on the right-hand side of the equals sign in
(34), and say that this is sufficient to establish the point. The disjunction
symbol is part of the meta-language description of the meaning of at least,
so at least expresses a disjunction, one might reason. (The symbol _ is not
usually used to represent a binary set operation, but in this expression, its
two arguments must be sets, since they themselves are the result of union
or set complementation operations. We can make sense of this notation by
assuming that _ is meant to represent union.)
Yet the fact that the meta-language description of the meaning contains
a disjunction symbol does not mean that the expression is disjunctive in
any sense that we can hang implicatures on. We cannot hang our theory
of implicature on the meta-language description of the meaning, saying,
“If the meta-language description of the meaning of a sentence contains a
symbol representing disjunction, then a speaker who utters that sentence
should consider both of the disjuncts possible.” Speakers do not have
conscious or subconscious access to how linguists happen to formulate
the description of denotations. And the putative disjunctiveness of the
expression cannot be determined by looking at the set of possible worlds
where the sentence is true, so it is not at the level of denotation that the
sentence is disjunctive. Sentences containing at least are obviously not
disjunctive on the level of surface form, either. Büring does not describe
any covert syntactic transformation that would turn at least sentences into
disjunctions at LF, so it is not at LF that they are disjunctive either, on his
analysis. The only level at which at least sentences are disjunctive on Büring’s
analysis is in the meta-language description of the meaning.
Now, we might suppose that there is a covert syntactic transformation
which transforms the at least sentence into a disjunction at LF. Then we could
generate an ignorance implicature by interpreting the implicature schema
as follows: “If the LF of a sentence contains a disjunction, then the speaker
should consider both of the propositions expressed by the two disjuncts
possible.” This interpretation of the implicature schema is reasonable, and it
would obviously work for sentences with the surface form of a disjunction,
assuming that they are also disjunctions at LF. This is distinct from what
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Büring states, though; he does not describe a syntactic transformation, but
rather expresses the meaning of an at least sentence using a disjunction in
the meta-language. Some other theorist might choose to pursue and defend
the idea of such a syntactic transformation, but we find it implausible that
sufficient empirical motivation for such a drastic alteration of the syntax
could be found.
Alternatively, suppose that rather than stating the meanings of natural
language expressions directly as we have been doing, we translate natural
language expressions into a formal language. This is what Montague (1974b)
did in ‘The Proper Treatment of Quantification in Ordinary English’ (PTQ):
Rather than giving semantics for English directly as he did in ‘English as
a Formal Language’ (Montague 1974a), Montague (1974b) used Intensional
Logic (IL) as an intermediate step in deriving truth conditions for English
in PTQ, specifying a translation procedure from English to IL, and letting
the semantics of the natural language English effectively be inherited from
the semantics of the formal language IL. With such a set-up, one might
imagine hanging the theory of implicature on the syntactic form of the formal
language into which English is translated, saying “If the translation of ↵ is of
the form ‘ _ ’, then . . . ”. This does not seem to be what Büring intends,
given both his use of Ç·É, which standardly signifies denotation rather than
translation, and his use of set-theoretic notation on the right-hand side of the
equals sign, which is usually part of the meta-language in formal semantics.
Furthermore, Montague made it very clear that the translation procedure
was only meant to be a convenience, and that one should always be able to
state the denotations of natural language expressions directly, dispensing
with IL. Some other theorist may dare to hang implicatures on the syntax of
a translation in spite of this. We, however, choose a different way out of the
problem.
If we turn to inquisitive semantics, then we can give substance to the
notion that at least sentences have something in common with disjunctions,
without resorting to the claim that there is any level of representation at
which they are disjunctions. Our proposed solution for both of these prob-
lems is to treat at least as an inquisitive semantics-style proposition including
the prejacent and the higher-ranked possibilities. More specifically, at least p
denotes the set containing all possibilities p0 such that p0 is at least as strong
as p according to the pragmatic strength ranking over answers to the QUD.
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3.2 Framework
In a classical semantic setting, the denotation of a declarative sentence
is a set of possible worlds, and the denotation of a question is a set of
sets of possible worlds. In inquisitive semantics, declarative sentences and
interrogative sentences both denote sets of sets of possible worlds. Sets of
possible worlds are called possibilities, and the word ‘proposition’ is used
for sets of possibilities. In the ‘unrestricted’ version of inquisitive semantics
(Ciardelli, Groenendijk & Roelofsen 2009, 2012), which we adopt here, a
proposition is defined as follows:
(39) Proposition
A proposition is a non-empty set of possibilities P such that either:
(i) ú 62 P , or
(ii) P = {ú}.
In contrast to the original variant of inquisitive semantics (Groenendijk &
Roelofsen 2009), this means that propositions may non-trivially contain
non-maximal possibilities, i.e., possibilities that are contained within other
possibilities. This will play an important role for our analysis of superlative
modifiers.
Inquisitive semantics is typically defined for the language of classical logic,
but here we use a Montague-style (Montague 1974a, not Montague 1974b)
semantics in which natural language expressions are interpreted directly,
with unrestricted inquisitive-type semantic values, following Roelofsen & van
Gool (2010). Here are some basic lexical entries, which are simply singleton
sets containing the usual denotation.
(40) ÇAnnÉ = {Ann}
(41) ÇBillÉ = {Bill}
(42) ÇsnoresÉ = { x.  w. x snores in w}
Following Roelofsen & van Gool (2010), we assume that the meanings
of expressions are put together through a pointwise version of functional
application (a.k.a. “Hamblin Functional Application”, from Hamblin 1973).
(43) Pointwise Function Application
If Ç↵É ✓ Dh  ,⌧i and Ç É ✓ D  , then
Ç↵ É = Ç ↵É = {d 2 D⌧|9a 2 Ç↵É : 9b 2 Ç É : d = a(b)}
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For example:
(44) ÇAnn snoresÉ
= { w. Ann snores in w}
= {{w10,w11}}
To be pedantic: This is obtained from Pointwise Function Application with
↵ =snores and  =Ann,   = e and ⌧ = p. Ç↵É ✓ Dhe,pi because it is a singleton
set containing one element of that type (a property) and Ç É ✓ De because it
is a set containing one individual. The result is the set containing the unique
proposition obtainable by pairing the property with the individual.
To see the expressive power of inquisitive semantics, consider disjunction
as treated in Roelofsen & van Gool 2010.
(45) Disjunction
For any type ⌧ , if Ç↵É, Ç É ✓ D⌧ , then Ç↵ or  É = Ç↵É[ Ç É
Hence:
(46) ÇAnn or BillÉ = {Ann,Bill}
(47) ÇAnn or Bill snoresÉ
= {[ w. Ann snores in w], [ w. Bill snores in w]}
= {{w10,w11}, {w01,w11}}
In inquisitive semantics, disjunctions denote sets containing multiple possi-
bilities. A classical analysis of disjunction, in contrast, would treat Ann or Bill
snores as an undifferentiated set of possible worlds. The contrast between
classical and inquisitive disjunction is depicted in Figure 1.
Following Ciardelli, Groenendijk & Roelofsen (2009), we can define inquis-
itive as follows:
(48) Inquisitivity (Ciardelli, Groenendijk & Roelofsen 2009)
A sentence   is inquisitive iff Ç É contains at least two maximal possi-
bilities.
A maximal possibility is one that is not fully contained by any other possi-
bility. Ann or Bill snores is inquisitive in this sense, because its denotation
contains two maximal possibilities.
The union of all of the possibilities in a proposition is its informational
content. A sentence is informative if its informational content does not cover
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Figure 1 Classical and inquisitive disjunction
the whole space of possible worlds. Formally (letting ! stand for the set of
all possible worlds):
(49) Informativity (Ciardelli, Groenendijk & Roelofsen 2009)
  is informative iff
S
Ç É î!
Thus Ann or Bill snores is informative, assuming that ! contains a world
where neither Ann nor Bill snores. The yes/no question Does Ann snore? on
the other hand would denote a partition on the full space of possible worlds,
and hence be inquisitive but not informative. Ann snores is informative but
not inquisitive.
A proposition that contains exactly two possibilities, where one is a subset
of the other, is not inquisitive, even though it contains multiple possibilities,
because there is only one maximal possibility. However, such a proposition
is attentive.
(50) Attentivity (Ciardelli, Groenendijk & Roelofsen 2009)
  is attentive iff Ç É contains a non-maximal possibility.
The idea behind this label is that one draws attention to all of the possibilities
in the proposition that one puts forth into a discourse. For example, accord-
ing to Ciardelli, Groenendijk & Roelofsen (2009), might p draws attention to
p, but does not provide any new information, and this is modelled by treating
might p as the proposition containing p and the ‘trivial possibility’ consisting
of all worlds.
For the discussion of superlative modifiers, it will be useful to have a cover
term for both of the ways in which propositions in inquisitive semantics may
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be more fine-grained than those of the classical setting. We use interactive
for this purpose, and define it as follows:
(51) Interactivity
  is interactive iff Ç É contains more than one possibility.
It follows from this definition that   is interactive if and only if it is either in-
quisitive or attentive. As we will see in the next section, sentences containing
superlative modifiers are, in general, interactive in this sense.
3.3 Superlative modifiers
For superlative modifiers, the valuation function needs to be parameterized
by a state containing the QUD and the ranking over the answers, as we had in
the previous section. We propose that, in a state s, at least ↵ denotes the set
of possibilities p such that p is stronger according to s than some possibility
in Ç↵És . We can thus state the meaning of at least syncategorematically as
follows:
(52) Çat least ↵És = {p | p   s p0 for some p0 2 Ç↵És}
In order to arrive at this result compositionally through Pointwise Func-
tional Application, we can define the meaning of at least as a set of functions
from possibilities to possibilities, where the output of each function is some
possibility that is pragmatically stronger than the input possibility. We use
choice functions to formalize this.4 A choice function is a function which,
applied to a non-empty set, returns some member of that set. (We may
assume that the empty set is not in the domain of a choice function.) The
propositional version of at least can be defined as the following set of hp,pi
functions:
(53) Çat leastÉs = { p. f{p0 2 sˆ | p0   s p}| f is a choice function }
To generalize this, as above, we allow at least to combine first with any
argument whose type ends in p, and next with anything that will “complete”
the first argument to make a proposition. If ↵ is a function of type h  , pi
and   is a function of type   , then:
4 Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for pointing out a problem with how the analysis was
formalized in a previous draft and suggesting this alternative.
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(54) Çat leastÉs = { ↵.   . f{p 2 sˆ | p   s ↵( )} | f is a choice function }
Let us apply this to the following example:
(55) At least [Ann]F snores.
The focus-marking on Ann should ensure that the question under discussion
concerns who snores. We may assume that the possible answers are a ‘Ann
snores’, b ‘Bill snores’, and a&b ‘Ann and Bill snore’, the last being ranked
above the first two, as in §2.1.
In order to use our lexical entry with a proper name like Ann, we must
lift the proper name into a generalized quantifier. Since we are working in an
inquisitive framework, the value should be the set containing that generalized
quantifier. So let us assume:
(56) ÇAnnÉ = { P 2 Dhe,pi. P(Ann)}
Combining this with at least via Pointwise Functional Application gives us:
(57) Çat least AnnÉs = { P. f{p 2 sˆ | p   s P(Ann)} | f is a choice function }
Combining this with our lexical entry for snores gives us the result in (58).
(58) ÇAt least Ann snoresÉs
= {f{p 2 sˆ | p   s a} | f is a choice function}
= {p 2 sˆ | p   s a}
= {a,ab}
= {{w10,w11}, {w11}}
The denotation of At least Ann snores is depicted on the righthand panel of
Figure 2, which also shows the denotation of Ann snores for comparison on
the left.
As Figure 2 illustrates, At least Ann snores and Ann snores have the same
informational content. But the at least sentence is interactive. This difference
can explain why sentences with superlative modifiers give rise to ignorance
implicatures while corresponding sentences with comparative ones do not,
as we explain in the next section. In the section after that, we will show that
this assumption can also explain why Ann snores gives rise to an exhaustivity
implicature while At least Ann snores does not.
In the case where the scale over the answers to the QUD is not an entail-
ment scale, and higher-ranked answers entail lower-ranked answers, at least
has a truth conditional effect, and is inquisitive but not attentive.
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(b) At least Ann snores
Figure 2 Attentive and non-attentive propositions
(59) a. Ann is an assistant professor.
b. Ann is at least an assistant professor.
Example (59a) is false if Ann is a full professor; example (59b) is not, assuming
that the QUD concerns Ann’s academic rank, and the answers are ranked
according to prestige. Inserting at least can affect the truth conditions in this
context because the higher-ranked alternatives in such a context do not entail
the lower-ranked alternatives and therefore widen the informational content.
In such cases, there are multiple maximal possibilities, so (59b) is inquisitive.
Assuming that none of the alternatives are nested within each other, (59b)
is not attentive, unlike At least Ann snores. Thus in general, sentences
with superlative modifiers are interactive, and may be either inquisitive or
attentive.
At most is a tiny bit more complicated than at least. If we treat at most as
the set of all of the alternatives weaker than or as strong as the prejacent,
then we will lose the correct truth conditions that we had under the treatment
using max. At most Ann smokes would not end up being false if both Ann and
Bill smoke, because it would simply denote the set containing the proposition
that Ann smokes, which does not rule out the possibility that Bill smokes. The
max treatment from the previous section excludes all worlds that are found
in a higher-ranked alternative from the informational content. To capture
this negative character of at most, we propose the following, continuing to
use the same definition of max:
(60) Çat mostÉs = { ↵.   . f{p \ maxs(↵( )) | p  s ↵( )}
| f is a choice function}
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So At most Ann smokes will denote:
(61) ÇAt most Ann smokesÉ
= {f{p \maxs(a) | p  s a} | f is a choice function}
= {p \maxs(a) | p  s a}
= {p \ {w10} | p  s{w10,w11}}
= {p \ {w10} | p 2 {{w10,w11}}}
= {{w10,w11}\ {w10}}
= {{w10}}
max(a) is the set of worlds that are not contained in any alternative ranked
higher than (or unranked with respect to) a. So in the current example,
max(a) is {w10}, the set containing the worlds where Ann smokes and Bill
does not. There is only one proposition p that is weaker than or as strong
as a, namely a, so we have only one p to consider. Taking the intersection
of a = {w11,w10} and {w10} gives us {w10}. Thus the denotation of At most
Ann smokes on this system is {{w10}}. Since Ann smokes is the lowest-ranked
alternative, the denotation does not turn out to be interactive in this example.
But in general, at most sentences will be interactive.
To see how this analysis of at most works with an entailment scale, let us
consider the following example under a two-sided analysis of numerals.
(62) At most three bananas are ripe.
Let pn stand for the proposition that exactly n bananas are ripe. For the
sake of discussion, suppose there is exactly one world for every number of
bananas that are ripe, so wn is the (single) world where exactly n bananas
are ripe. So for all n, pn = {wn}. The question is how many bananas are ripe,
so sˆ = {pn | n   0}. Answers are ranked by number of bananas, so pn >s pm
if and only if n >s m. The denotation of (62) is as follows:
(63) ÇAt most three bananas are ripeÉ = {p \maxs(p3) | p  s p3}
Set-theoretically speaking, maxs(p3) is the set of worlds w in ! that are
not included in any possibility ranked higher than p3. This is the set
{w0,w1,w2,w3}. This set will be intersected with all of the propositions
that are ranked lower than or as high as p3, namely p0–p3. All of these
propositions are subsets of maxs(p3), so taking the intersection will not have
any effect, and the resulting denotation will be {p0, p1, p2, p3}. In general,
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when the answers to the QUD are disjoint, taking the intersection with max
will have no effect.
For comparison, consider (62) under a one-sided analysis of numerals. Let
us now use pn to denote the possibility that n or more bananas are ripe, so
p3 = {w3,w4,w5, . . . }. We still assume that sˆ = {pn | n   0}, and pn >s pm
if and only if n > m. maxs(p3) is the set of worlds w in ! that are not
included in any possibility ranked higher than p3. Again, this turns out to
be the set {w0,w1,w2,w3}. And again, this set will be intersected with all of
the propositions that are ranked lower than or as high as p3, namely p0–p3.
However, in this case, taking the intersection with max will make a difference.
(64) ÇAt most three bananas are ripeÉ
= {p \maxs(p3) | p  s p3}
= {p \ {w0, . . . ,w3} | p 2 {p0, . . . , p3}}
= {{w0, . . . ,w3}, {w1,w2,w3}, {w2,w3}, {w3}}
So the denotation under the one-sided analysis is not {p0, p1, p2, p3}, as we
had under the two-sided analysis. Rather, it is a proposition in which each
one of these possibilities has been shrunk to exclude possibilities ranked
higher than the prejacent. This gives us the right truth conditions, regardless
of how numerals are interpreted.
3.4 Explaining the implicatures
3.4.1 Ignorance
Intuitively, the reason that At least Ann snores conveys an ignorance implica-
ture is that the speaker is drawing attention to the issue of whether Ann or
anyone else snores by uttering this sentence, and it doesn’t make sense to
draw attention to an issue if you already know how to settle it. This intuition
can be formalized with the notion of interactive sincerity.
The first ingredient of the explanation is the idea of the information
set of a speaker. This is the set of worlds that are epistemically accessible
to the speaker. To check whether a given issue is settled in the speaker’s
information set, one can consider the issue restricted to that set of worlds.
(65) Restriction
If k is an information set (set of possible worlds) and P is an inquisitive-
style proposition, then P restricted to k, P u k is:
P u k = pro{p | 9q 2 P : p = k\ q}
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where pro(P) ensures that P is a proposition. We assume the following
definition of propositional closure.
(66) Propositional closure (Ciardelli, Groenendijk & Roelofsen 2009)
pro(P) =
( {ú} if P = {ú}
P   {ú} otherwise
(Nothing under discussion here hinges on this as far as we can see; we adopt
this only to ensure that we use the term ‘proposition’ consistently.)
Now the notion of interactiveness of an expression relative to a state can
be defined:
(67) Interactiveness in a state
  is interactive in an information set k iff Ç Éu k contains more than
one possibility.
The Maxim of Interactive Sincerity requires that if a speaker draws atten-
tion to multiple possibilities, then the issue is not entirely settled in his own
mind, so to speak.
(68) Maxim of Interactive Sincerity
If   is interactive, then   is interactive in the speaker’s information set.
This is a generalization of the Maxim of Inquisitive Sincerity as defined
by Groenendijk & Roelofsen (2009), which has inquisitive where we have
interactive.5 Notice that it is much more general than Büring’s implicature
schema (38). Büring’s implicature schema applies only to disjunctions, while
the present principle applies to all kinds of interactive content.
Suppose that the speaker knows that Ann snores and nobody else does
(hence Bill does not). Then the speaker’s information set is {w10}, the set of
worlds where that is true (a singleton set in this tiny example). The denotation
of At least Ann snores restricted to that state gives a proposition consisting
of the state itself. Formally this works as follows:
(69) a. ÇAt least Ann snoresÉ = {{w11,w10}, {w10}} = P
5 Pruitt & Roelofsen (2011) also have a sincerity maxim that applies to attentive content, called
the Maxim of Attentive Sincerity: Every possibility that   draws attention to must be a ‘live’
possibility for the speaker, i.e., every possibility for   must be consistent with the speaker’s
information set. This would not serve to explain the ignorance implicature in the case of
entailment scales, because it would allow that the speaker’s information set is contained
within the strongest possibility.
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b. {w10} = k
c. P u k
= {{w11,w10}, {w10}} u {w10}
= pro{p | 9q 2 {{w11,w10}, {w10}} : p = {w10}\ q}
= pro{{w10}}
= {{w10}}
This proposition is not interactive, so Interactive Sincerity is violated.
In general, if the speaker knows Only P, then she already knows which of
the possibilities expressed by At least P holds, namely P . We thus derive the
result that only when the speaker’s information set is consistent with higher-
ranked alternatives can an at least sentence satisfy Interactive Sincerity.
Hence the ignorance implicature.
Now let us consider the hexagon example. Recall (37) from above, repeated
again as (70):
(70) a. #A hexagon has at least five sides.
b. A hexagon has more than four sides.
We are now in a position to account for the fact that (70a) is infelicitous when
spoken by someone who knows how many sides hexagons have, while (70b)
is fine in such a situation.
Let us begin by showing how it works using a two-sided analysis of
numerals. Suppose the proposition pn is the set of worlds where hexagons
have exactly n sides. Our question in s is how many sides hexagons have,
with answers ranked by number of sides. For example, p2 is ranked below p3
and p4. Then:
(71) ÇA hexagon has at least five sidesÉs = {pn | n   5}
The information set of speakers who know how many sides hexagons have is
included in p6. Crucially, if we restrict the set of possibilities to worlds in
p6, we will end up with a singleton set: {p6}. Hence Interactive Sincerity is
violated when the speaker knows how many sides a hexagon has.
We obtain the same result under a one-sided analysis of numerals. Let
pn be the set of worlds where hexagons have n or more sides, and let wn be
the unique world (for the sake of discussion) where hexagons have exactly n
sides. The QUD should consist of a set of nested possibilities {pn | n > 0}.
A hexagon has at least five sides will denote {pn | n   5}. The speaker’s
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information set consists only of worlds where hexagons have exactly six
sides, i.e. {w6}. Intersecting this information set with p7 or any other
proposition ranked higher than p6 yields the empty set. Intersecting it with
p5 yields {w6}, as does intersecting it with p6. This means that, restricted
to the speaker’s information set, the denotation of the sentence is {{w6}}, a
singleton set. This is not interactive, so Interactive Sincerity is violated.
Now for (70b). We claim that comparative modifiers are not interactive
and therefore not subject to Interactive Sincerity. To adapt the lexical entry
for more than given in (28) to our inquisitive setting, we simply place that
denotation into a singleton set:
(72) Çmore thanÉs = { Phe,pi.  x.  w. 9P 0[P 0(x) >s P(x) ^ P 0(x)(w)]}
(We are by no means committed to this particular analysis of comparative
modifiers; we claim only that their analysis in inquisitive semantics should
be a singleton set consisting of whatever the best non-inquisitive analysis is.)
After composing with the other elements of the sentence in the usual way,
the denotation of (70b) will end up a singleton set.
(73) ÇA hexagon has more than four sidesÉs
= {{w | a hexagon has more than four sides in w}}
= {{w5,w6, . . . }}
This proposition is neither inquisitive nor attentive, so it is not subject to
Interactive Sincerity. Notice further that the informative content of (70a)
and (70b) is the same: In both cases it is
S{pn | n   5}. In general, at
least n and more than n-1 have the same informative content (when we
restrict our attention to integer-based scales). But they differ with respect to
interactiveness, and this explains the contrast between them as to whether
they give rise to ignorance implicatures.
It is worth noting at this point that our analysis is also consistent with
experimental evidence showing that comparative modifiers are mastered at
an earlier developmental stage than their superlative counterparts (Musolino
2004, Geurts, Katsos, et al. 2010), and that superlative modifiers are harder to
process than comparative modifiers (Geurts, Katsos, et al. 2010). Interactive
propositions are arguably more complex than informative ones, and this
complexity could lie behind those results.
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3.4.2 Scalar and exhaustivity implicatures
Recall from the introduction that three gives rise to scalar implicatures while
at least three does not. This fact is reinforced by the following contrast:
(74) a. A: Three boys left.
B: No, four.
b. A: At least three boys left.
B: #No, four.
A statement of the form n Ps Q can be denied on the grounds there are more
than n Ps who Q, whereas this does not hold for statements of the form at
least n Ps Q. The contrast also manifests itself in the fact that a perhaps
rider is redundant with at least but not with a bare numeral:
(75) a. Three boys left, perhaps even four.
b. #At least three boys left, perhaps even four.
This contrast between numerals with superlative modifiers and bare numerals
is puzzling under the assumption that numerals have only a lower bound as
part of their semantic content, and the upper bound arises through a scalar
implicature (Horn 1972).
If we use a two-sided analysis of numerals, then the puzzle disappears;
the ‘no more than’ inference is part of the conventional content of a bare
numeral, and not part of the conventional content of a sentence with at least.
But this case is an instance of a more general problem; there are examples
not involving numerals in which p gives rise to a quantity implicature but at
least p does not. In response to the question ‘Who came to the party?’, the
answer ‘Ann’ implies that nobody else came to the party whereas ‘at least
Ann’ does not imply that.
(76) Q: Who came to the party?
a. A: Ann.
é Nobody else did.
b. A0: At least Ann.
6é Nobody else did.
As we showed above, the two responses have the same informative content,
but one is attentive and the other is not. This difference can be exploited to
explain the contrast with respect to their scalar implicatures.
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01 00
Figure 3 Question Under Discussion: ‘Who snores?’
To do this, we build on the analysis of scalar implicatures laid out by
Balogh (2009), who defines an exhaustification procedure giving the strength-
ened meaning of an inquisitive proposition in the context of a question under
discussion. The basic idea is that exhaustification of a proposition P in the
context of a question under discussion Q (also an inquisitive-style proposi-
tion) is the result of removing worlds w from each of the possibilities p in P
whenever w is contained in one of the possibilities in Q that is not implied
by p. We formalize this as follows:6
(77) Exhaustification
exh(P,Q) = {p q | p 2 P and q = {w | 9q0 2 Q[w 2 q0 and p 6✓ q0]}}
In our example, the question is ‘Who snores?’, and the possible answers
are: ‘Ann’, ‘Bill’, and ‘Ann and Bill’. The question is depicted in Figure 3.
Applied to ‘Ann snores’ in the context of the question ‘Who snores?’, this
yields the result that nobody else snores. From the single possibility in the
denotation of ‘Ann snores’, namely {w10,w11}, we eliminate the world w11,
because that world is part of a non-implied alternative, ‘Bill snores’. The
result is {{w10}}, as shown in Figure 4(a).
Now consider the case of ‘At least Ann snores’. We have two possibilities
to start with, a = {w10,w11} and a&b = {w11}. Exhaustification causesw11 to
be removed from the first possibility, as before. But nothing is removed from
the second possibility, because every alternative is either disjoint from it or
implied by it, since it contains only one world. The result is {{w10}, {w11}},
as depicted in Figure 4(b). The informational content of the exhaustified
proposition allows for the possibility that Bill snores. Hence exhaustification
does not result in the inference that Bill does not snore in this case.
6 We believe that this definition is equivalent to Balogh’s; the only intended difference is that
it does not involve ‘possible propositions’ as a subsidiary notion.
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(a) exh(‘Ann’)
11 10
01 00
(b) exh(‘at least Ann’)
Figure 4 Exhaustification of two propositions with respect to ‘Who snores?’
Let us recap. We have shown that by analyzing superlative modifiers
in inquisitive semantics, we can account for the fact that they do give rise
to ignorance implicatures (unlike comparative modifiers), and that they
do not give rise to scalar implicatures (unlike bare numerals). In the next
two sections, we will show how the inquisitive analysis sheds light on how
superlative modifiers interact with modals.
3.5 Authoritative readings
As Büring (2008) points out, the combination of at least with a universal
modal gives rise to two different readings, the authoritative reading, which is
the most prominent reading of (78), and the speaker insecurity reading, most
prominent in (79).
(78) The paper must be at least 10 pages long.
(79) To become a member of this club, you have to pay at least $200,000.
On its most prominent reading, (78) is false if it turns out that the paper has
to be 15 pages long, while (79) allows for a higher amount of money to be the
minimal requirement to be accepted in the club and would not be judged to
be false if this is the case. The following sentence has both readings:
(80) John has to read at least three books.
a. Authoritative reading: The speaker knows what is allowed
and what is not allowed, and in every acceptable world,
there are three or more books that John reads. Furthermore,
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reading exactly three books is allowed, as is reading exactly
four, etc.
b. Speaker insecurity reading: There is some number n > 3
such that in every acceptable world, John reads n books.
The speaker does not know what is allowed and what is not
allowed. On this reading, it does not follow that reading
exactly three books is allowed, but the speaker considers it
epistemically possible that reading three books is required.
Both readings are available under the present analysis.
The denotation under the speaker insecurity reading is a proposition with
multiple possibilities, one for each element of the scale: John must read three
books, John must read four books, etc. Let pn stand for the proposition ‘John
reads n books’. Let us assume that must denotes a singleton set containing a
function that takes a proposition and yields the proposition that the input
proposition holds in all deontically accessible worlds:
(81) ÇmustÉ = { p. ⇥p}
We may assume that at least takes wide scope with respect to the modal.
This gives the following result:
(82) {⇥pn | n   3}
= {⇥p3,⇥p4,⇥p5, . . . }
The Maxim of Interactive Sincerity gives us an ignorance implicature, to
the effect that each of these requirements is epistemically accessible to the
speaker. It does not follow that reading three books is allowed.
For the authoritative reading, we assume that the modal takes wide scope
with respect to at least, and that Kratzer & Shimoyama’s (2002) operation of
Existential Closure applies within the scope of the modal to gather all of the
disjuncts into one possibility. Existential Closure over a set of possibilities
{p1, . . . , pn} gives the singleton set consisting of the union of those possibili-
ties {S{p1, . . . , pn}}. (Following Kratzer and Shimoyama, we assume that this
process is triggered inside the scope of a modal.) So under the authoritative
reading, the denotation is a singleton set consisting of the proposition that is
true of a world w if and only if three or more books are read in every world
accessible from w.
(83) {⇥S{p3, p4, p5, . . . }}
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For the authoritative reading, we also want to derive what we may describe
as a “distribution requirement” following Kratzer & Shimoyama (2002), i.e.
that all of the alternatives correspond to allowable options. As Alonso-Ovalle
(2005) briefly points out, disjunctions give rise to distribution requirements
under deontic necessity modals; here is an example:
(84) Dad, to Sandy: You must either clean your room or mow the lawn.
This sentence implies that it is permitted that Sandy cleans her room and it
is permitted that Sandy mows the lawn. The kind of reasoning that explains
the distribution requirement is spelled out by Kratzer & Shimoyama (2002)
as follows:
He picked the widest set of alternatives, {A,B}. Why didn’t he
pick {A}, which would have led to a stronger claim? It might
be that ⇥A is false. Or else, it might be that ⇥A is true, but its
exhaustivity inference ¬⇥B is false. We infer ⇥A ! ⇥B. The
same kind of reasoning can be given for why she didn’t pick
{B} and we infer ⇥B ! ⇥A.
Putting ⇥[A _ B] together with ⇥A $ ⇥B makes it possible to infer both
 A and  B. Given that at least sentences denote sets of alternatives, just
like disjunctions, analogous reasoning can be used to derive the distribution
requirement for at least in the scope of a modal.7
The ability to account for the authoritative reading gives the present
analysis an advantage over that of Geurts & Nouwen (2007). As Büring (2008)
7 The example under consideration introduces some complications stemming from the fact
that the alternatives are not logically independent as they are in (84). If we choose a two-
sided (“exactly”) analysis of numerals, then the alternatives are mutually exclusive, and if we
choose a one-sided (“n or more”) analysis, there is a strict entailment relation among them.
These situations change the reasoning by which the distribution requirement can be derived,
to some extent. In neither case is there a potential exhaustivity inference to be avoided, and
on the one-sided reading, the alternatives to be considered are not stronger. This is a general
issue for the interpretation of alternative-introducing expressions in modal contexts, arising
not just with superlative modifiers; You must read three or four books, for example, has a
distribution requirement to the effect that exactly three books and exactly four books are
both acceptable. Since three books is not stronger than three or four books on a one-sided
analysis, Quantity does not straightforwardly dictate that a speaker choose the former when
possible, so the hearer must have some other reason to wonder why that alternative wasn’t
chosen. It may be a preference for more homogeneous sets of alternatives in Groenendijk &
Roelofsen’s (2009) sense.
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points out, “to derive the authoritative reading, [Geurts and Nouwen] have to
assume an additional rule of ‘modal concord’ which can optionally turn the
epistemic modals contributed by at least into deontic ones and subsequently
delete the original deontic modal(s) corresponding to the matrix predicate.”
This rule of modal concord is problematic, as we discuss in §4. Like that
of Büring (2008), the present account derives both readings through scope
ambiguity.
Deriving the readings through scope ambiguity as above correctly predicts
the speaker insecurity reading to be unavailable if at least cannot be raised
out of the scope of the modal, as Büring points out. Consider the following
example from Büring (2008), where at least 3% is inside a finite clause,
blocking it from taking scope over the modal in the matrix clause:
(85) It was required that we pay at least 3% to the agent.
This sentence cannot be used to express the insecurity of the speaker as to
how much he has to pay his agent. This suggests that the scope ambiguity
approach is on the right track.
3.6 Missing readings puzzle
Using inquisitive semantics also sheds light on the missing readings puz-
zle. Recall that (86a) cannot be used for the primary purpose of granting
permission to have fewer than three beers, while (86b) can be.
(86) a. You may have at most two beers.
b. You may have fewer than three beers.
Hackl (2000) has already shown how to derive the two readings of (86b).
According to Hackl, numbers like three denote individuals of type d ‘degree’,
and combine with a silent -many, defined as in (87), to produce a generalized
quantifier. Here is an intensionalized version of Hackl’s -many.
(87) Ç-manyÉ =  d.  Phe,pi.  Qhe,pi.  w. 9x[P(x)(w)^Q(x)(w)^#(x) = d]
(88) Ç3-manyÉ =  Phe,pi.  Qhe,pi.  w. 9x[P(x)(w)^Q(x)(w)^ #(x) = 3]
Fewer than modifies three, and fewer than three denotes a quantifier over
degrees:
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(89) Çfewer than threeÉ =  Mhd,pi.  w. max{n | M(n)(w)} < 3
This quantifier cannot be interpreted in situ, so it undergoes QR, and its trace
is what combines with -many. The LF for the “pure permission” reading of
(86b) is shown in (90a) (ignoring the fact that the object quantifier also has
to raise), and the truth conditions are expressed in stilted English in (90b).
(90) a. p
p
hd,pi
p
he,pi
hhe,pi, pi
he,pi
beers
hhe,pi, hhe,pi, pii
hd, hhe,pi, hhe,pi, piii
-many
d
tn
he, he,pii
drink
e
John
 n
hhd,pi, pi
d
three
hd, hhd,pi, pii
fewer than
hp,pi
may
b. ‘It is allowed that the greatest number of beers that John
drinks is less than three.’
This is the “pure permission” reading because it expresses that it is acceptable
to drink fewer beers, without ruling out having more. On the other reading,
the permission modal takes scope inside fewer than three, giving the truth
conditions: ‘The greatest number n such that it is allowed that there are n
beers that John drinks is less than three.’ Hackl’s assumptions about fewer
than are quite compatible with everything we have said (although everything
should be type-lifted into a singleton set consisting of its non-inquisitive
meaning for the purposes of working in inquisitive semantics).
Our job here is to show that (86a) lacks the “pure permission” reading.
While at most is not predicted to have the same semantic type as fewer than
on our system (as it instantiates only modifier types of the form h⌧,⌧i), it
is possible to generate a reading on which the permission modal has wider
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scope than at most. The LF is shown in (91a) (with non-inquisitive semantic
types), and the corresponding truth conditions are expressed in (91b).8
(91) a. p
p
he,pi
hhe,pi, pi
hhe,pi, pi
he,pi
beers
hhe,pi, hhe,pi, pii
hd, hhe,pi, hhe,pi, piii
-many
d
2
hhhe,pi, pi, hhe,pi, pii
at most
he, he,pii
drink
e
John
hp,pi
may
b. ‘It is allowed that John drinks exactly 0 or 1 or 2 beers’
Here we seem to have generated the pure permission reading; these truth
conditions are compatible with the possibility of drinking more beers.9
We propose that the possibility of drinking more beers is ruled out by
implicature. Consider analogous cases of disjunction under permission
modals. As Alonso-Ovalle (2005) points out, (92) implies that having crème
caramel is not a permitted option.
(92) Mom, to Sandy: “You may have either this piece of cake or that ice
cream.”
8 We have to amend the definition of -many in order to make “John drinks 0 beers” one of the
disjuncts. Assuming that objects cannot have null numerosity, the maximum n such such
that there is an x such that x is beers and John drank x and x has numerosity n can never
be 0. We may assume that the relevant quantity is 0 in case there is no such x.
9 The alternatives at at most quantifies over are collected into a single possibility by Existential
Closure (triggered in the scope of the modal), so the denotation is a singleton set. This
means that the denotation is not interactive, and the Maxim of Interactive Sincerity does not
apply, so we have an “authoritative reading”. If at most were to take wide scope, then we
would have a “speaker insecurity reading”, which could be glossed, ‘John may drink exactly
one beer or John may drink exactly 2 beers’.
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Alonso-Ovalle labels this the “exhaustivity requirement”. Intuitively, the
exhaustivity requirement seems like a quantity implicature: If crème caramel
were a permitted option, then Mom would have included that one. The
situation here is a bit different from the usual case of a quantity implicature
though, because the statement would be truth-conditionally weaker if Mom
had included a third option, since  [p _ q _ r] is weaker than  [p _ q].
However, if we consider the meaning strengthened with the distribution
requirement, according to which all of the disjuncts correspond to allowable
options, then the meaning that is ultimately communicated would have been
stronger if Mom had included crème caramel as an option. The distribution
requirement tells us that all of the disjuncts are allowable options. By adding
a third disjunct, we would learn new information: that crème caramel is
also allowed. The variant with three disjuncts is stronger in the sense that
it conveys this additional information. Failure to include a third disjunct
suggests that the additional information that would be conveyed is false,
given that the speaker is an authority in this situation.
According to the inquisitive analysis of superlative modifiers that we are
advocating, superlative modifiers are very much like disjunctions. We may
therefore assume that analogous reasoning applies to (86a). Like disjunc-
tions, superlative modifiers introduce a set of alternatives, and this set of
alternatives is taken to be exhaustive in the same way. This leads to the
implicature that for all n greater than two, ‘You may have n beers’ is false.
Hence the intuition that (86a) conveys a prohibition.
This result depends on the assumption that focus is on the numeral, and
the alternatives are all of the form ‘You (may) have n beers’, with different
values for n. The QUD has to be a ‘how many?’ question, in other words. The
reading of (86b) that is not available for at most relies on a different kind of
QUD, one that has only a binary partition over the set of possible worlds: ‘Is
it or is it not the case that the addressee may have fewer than three beers?’
This reading requires verum focus. Why isn’t this kind of QUD possible with
(86a)? We suggest that it is because superlative modifiers are focus-sensitive
operators like only, and like only, they require that focus be realized in the
syntactic constituent to which they are a sister (Rooth 1985, 1992). This
forces focus to fall on the numeral. (A yes/no question QUD would also be
odd in combination with at most because neither of the answers would be
stronger than the other, so at most would not be used to rule out stronger
answers.) Combining this with the assumption that superlative modifiers
introduce alternatives, we derive the result that a “pure permission” reading
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is not available for (86a), and that it conveys a limit on the range of allowable
alternatives.
3.7 Backwards compatibility check
Now that we have an explanation for implicatures and the readings under
modals, let us make sure that we have not lost what we gained in §2. The
truth conditions are the same; they are just a bit more textured than they
were before. The range of semantic types that superlative modifiers can
combine with is still the same, and both entailment and non-entailment
scales are still allowed.
The issue of focus is a bit more complex. We captured the focus-sensitivity
of at least using the Focus Principle, which constrains the relationship be-
tween focus and the QUD (“Some part of a declarative utterance must evoke
all of the possibilities in the QUD”). What it means to “evoke” possibilities was
spelled out in terms of Rooth’s alternative semantics for focus in Beaver &
Clark 2008; in an inquisitive framework, however, we must define this notion
differently. To do so, we build on the analysis of focus in Balogh 2009. The
focus principle is stated in terms of the notions of ‘theme’ and ‘compliance’.
(93) Focus Principle (Balogh 2009: p. 53)
The theme of a focussed utterance must be compliant to the actual
common ground.
The theme of an expression is essentially the result of existential closure
over all focussed constituents. Balogh’s framework is not compatible with
the Montagovian framework we are working in here; she assumes translation
of natural language expressions into a logical language, whereas we assume
direct interpretation of natural language expressions. Therefore we cannot
import Balogh’s theory directly, but we assume an analogous theory that
works on natural language expressions, providing existential closure over all
focussed constituents. For example, the theme of MaryF snores is Someone
snores.
We may adopt the following definition of compliance, based on Groe-
nendijk & Roelofsen 2009.
(94) Compliance
A proposition P (and any expression that denotes it) is compliant to Q
iff
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(a) every possibility in P is the union of a set of possibilities in Q
(b) every possibility in the restriction of Q by the informational content
in P is included in a possibility in P
Part (a) ensures that P is a partial or complete answer in Groenendijk &
Stokhof’s (1984) sense. It rules out answers that are overly informative, e.g.
“Anna and the moon is made of green cheese” in response to “Who snores?”.
It does not rule out answers that give no information, however, or answers
that change the question under discussion. Part (b) requires that any change
to the question under discussion constitutes progress towards answering the
first question, by instituting a question that is easier to answer.
Now let us consider the interaction between focus and at least. Recall
(26), repeated here.
(95) a. John should at least invite the [postdoc]F to lunch.
b. John should at least invite the postdoc [to lunch]F .
The theme of (95a) is “John should invite someone to lunch” and the theme of
(95b) is “John should invite the postdoc to something.” These are compliant to
different questions, and therefore the alternatives that at least quantifies over
will be different in the two cases. This yields a difference in truth conditions
between (95a) and (95b), because the ranking is not one of entailment. Thus,
given a Balogh-style focus principle, we can account for the focus-sensitivity
of at least even in our inquisitive setting.
4 Comparison with previous work
4.1 QUD-based analyses
As explained above, the analysis we sketched in §2 is equivalent in a certain
sense to Büring’s (2008) analysis. Thus Büring’s account fares empirically
just as well as the non-inquisitive theory in §2. But we have argued that our
inquisitive theory accounts more satisfactorily for the ignorance implicatures.
Büring states that on his account, at least ‘amounts to a disjunction’, and
provides an implicature schema that works on disjunctions, given in (38). But
as pointed out in §3.1, the only level at which at least sentences are disjunctive
on his theory is in the meta-language. The principles regulating implicatures
cannot be sensitive to the syntax of the meta-language description of the
meanings of lexical items. (Cummins & Katsos (2010) and Biezma (2013)
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argue for a disjunctive approach similar to Büring’s (2008), so this critique
applies there as well.) Büring’s idea that sentences with superlative modifiers
are somehow disjunctive could potentially be implemented by invoking a
syntactic transformation to LF and using an implicature schema that is
sensitive to the syntax of the LF representation, or by using a translation
to a formal language and using an implicature schema that is sensitive to
the syntax of the formal language. But Büring did not advocate either of
these solutions, and we prefer our own solution to both of them. With
inquisitive semantics, it is not necessary to assume that there is any syntactic
affinity between sentences with at least and disjunctions in order to give a
unified account of their ignorance implicatures. Rather, under this view, the
crucial feature that they share is at a deeper level. Under our theory, at least
does not actually express a disjunction, but it shares a crucial feature with
disjunctions: interactivity.
Using inquisitive semantics simultaneously solves the problem with scalar
implicatures as well. Büring does not address the scalar implicature as far
as we can see, but he may implicitly adopt Krifka’s (1999) solution. Krifka
(1999) accounts for the fact that superlative modifiers do not give rise to
quantity implicatures by stipulating that at least has no alternatives. We see
our proposal as less stipulative, because the assumption that superlative
modifiers are interactive simultaneously accounts for the absence of quan-
tity implicatures, the presence of ignorance implicatures, and the missing
readings puzzle.
Furthermore, the inquisitive account sheds light on the difference be-
tween ‘authoritative readings’ and ‘speaker insecurity readings’. Like Büring’s
account, and in contrast to Geurts & Nouwen’s (2007), our inquisitive account
allows the modal to scope either below or above the superlative modifier, and
the latter option makes the authoritative reading available. But the inquisitive
account furthermore explains what the so-called ‘speaker insecurity’ reading
has to do with speaker insecurity. Because the denotation is interactive
on that scoping, it is subject to the Maxim of Interactive Sincerity, which
generates an implicature of speaker insecurity. On Büring’s account, it is not
clear where speaker insecurity comes from on that scoping.
4.2 Modal analysis: Geurts & Nouwen (2007)
Geurts & Nouwen (2007) treat speaker insecurity as part of the semantics
of superlative modifiers. They give two lexical entries for at least, one that
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modifies propositions, and one that modifies modifiers:
• If ↵ is of type t, then Çat least ↵É = ⇥↵ ^ 9 [  . ↵ ^   ]
• If ↵ is of type ha, ti, then Çat least ↵É = X[⇥↵(X) ^ 9 [  . ↵ ^
  (X)]]
Here, . indicates pragmatic strength, so this analysis is similar to ours and
Büring’s insofar as pragmatic strength is involved.
This analysis is quite flexible, and allows at least to be applied to both
numeral scales and adjectival scales. For example:
(96) Fred had at least three beers.
⇥9x[#(x) = 3 ^ beer(x) ^ have(f, x)] ^
 9x[#(x) > 3 ^ beer(x) ^ have(f, x)]
(97) This is at least warm.
⇥ warm(s)^ [hot(s)_ scalding(s)]
The presence of an epistemic possibility modal explains the fact that sen-
tences with at least and at most convey ignorance on the part of the speaker.
Comparative modifiers do not signal epistemic possibility on this theory, and
this explains the contrast between superlative and comparative modifiers
with respect to ignorance.
As argued by Cohen & Krifka (2011), however, this approach crucially
forfeits extensionality. Treating superlatives as epistemic operators makes
them dependent on the beliefs of the speaker. Thus if rabbits and magical
beings are coextensional and the speaker does not know this, then “Mary
petted at least three rabbits” is falsely predicted not to be equivalent to “Mary
petted at least three magical beings.”
Some of the experimental results obtained by Cummins & Katsos (2010)
also show that the truth conditions are not quite right. Recall (32), repeated
here as (98).
(98) a. If Berta has had at most three drinks, she is fit to drive. Berta
has had at most two drinks.
b. Berta is fit to drive.
As Cummins & Katsos (2010) discuss, this inference should not be valid
according to Geurts and Nouwen, but native speakers consistently judge it as
valid.
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Another problem for Geurts and Nouwen’s theory is that they must appeal
to a non-compositional and somewhat mysterious mechanism of ‘modal
concord’ in order to explain authoritative readings. Recall (78), repeated here:
(99) The paper must be at least 10 pages long. Büring (2008)
This sentence has a reading where the deontic modal scopes over the at least
phrase, and this is what Büring (2008) refers to as the ‘authoritative reading’.
If the epistemic possibility modal that is supposed to be introduced by at
least scopes underneath the universal deontic modal, the result is:
(100) In all deontically accessible worlds, it is epistemically necessary that
the paper has (at least) 10 pages and epistemically possible that the
paper has more than 10 pages.
The opposite scoping (at least > must) would give:
(101) It is epistemically necessary that in all deontically accessible worlds,
the paper has (at least) 10 pages, and it is epistemically possible that in
all deontically accessible worlds, the paper has more than 10 pages.
The latter (labelled (101)) is the speaker insecurity reading. The former
(labelled (100)) is not the authoritative reading.
Geurts and Nouwen invoke the notion of modal concord to account for
this case, where the universal modal of at least gets fused with the universal
deontic modal introduced by must. They stipulate that the ‘primary operator’
of at least is the necessity operator, and that the ‘primary operator’ of at
most is the possibility operator. Modal concord results in a fusion of the
primary operator with that of a higher modal, so universal modals can
fuse with universal modals and existential modals can fuse with existential
modals. The modal flavor is taken from the higher modal. (As Nouwen (2010)
points out, this is a non-compositional process.) In the case of (99), this
means that the epistemic necessity operator of at least gets fused with the
deontic necessity operator introduced by must, taking on its deontic flavor.
The result is the authoritative reading. They also stipulate that epistemic
operators cannot outscope deontic ones, and thereby rule out the ordinary
‘compositional’ reading that their account would generate.
Geurts and Nouwen do not spell out exactly how modal concord is sup-
posed to work, so it is difficult to know what kind of predictions it makes,
but it would seem to be a Pandora’s Box of interpretations for sentences
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that are never found. For example, suppose that Bill sees a man in a hurry
carrying a laptop and a projector dongle and Bill says:
(102) He must have to give a presentation soon.
By this Bill would mean that it is epistemically necessary that it is deontically
necessary for him to give a presentation. Modal concord would apply here
according to the constraints suggested by Geurts and Nouwen because the
two modals are both universal modals, and would give the reading: ‘it is
epistemically necessary that he is giving a presentation’, which is not what
the sentence means. Similarly, recall (85) from Büring (2008), repeated here:
(103) It was required that we pay at least 3% to the agent.
This should have a modal concord reading, but it does not. The scope-based
account, on the other hand, correctly predicts that such a reading is not
available in this case.
We also find the notion that modal concord only targets one of the
conjuncts in the superlative modifier problematic. Geurts and Nouwen say
that the conjuncts of the meaning of at least and at most have a “different
status”, where one “seems less central”, and it is the one that is more “central”
that is targeted by modal concord. They suggest that the second conjunct
might be “pragmatically derived” from the first conjunct as an implicature,
but this does not really work (especially for at most) as they discuss in their
section 9. They also rule out an analysis of the second component as a
conventional implicature, and the same argument applies to the idea that
it is a presupposition, so it is very difficult to imagine what this supposed
difference in status is supposed to amount to.
Finally, Geurts & Nouwen’s (2007) analysis also falsely predicts that John
is at least an assistant professor implies that (it is neccessary according
to the speaker that) John is an assistant professor. This is not what the
sentence means. The sentence would be true and felicitous if John is a full
professor, and a full professor is not an assistant professor. Geurts and
Nouwen revise their theory in an appendix in order to fix this problem, so
that at least p means ‘something at least as strong as p is necessary and
something stronger than p is possible’. It is not clear that necessity is still
the ‘primary operator’ after this revision, so it is not clear that this change
maintains the virtues of the modal concord story. This revision also does not
straightforwardly predict an ignorance implicature, because the proposition
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that is both necessary and possible according to the speaker might be the
same one.
To summarize, the notion of modal concord is problematic because it is
non-compositional, incompletely worked out, relies on a dubious distinction
between “primary” and “non-primary” modal operators, overgenerates, and
undergenerates. Geurts & Nouwen’s (2007) account also fails to capture the
correct truth conditions, because it is not extensional, and runs into problems
when it comes to non-entailment scales. All of these problems are avoided
under the present account.
4.3 Maxima/minima indicators: Nouwen (2010)
Nouwen (2010) proposes that modified numerals can be divided into two
separate classes, A and B, and superlatives are in class B. Class B modifiers
have the following meaning, where MOD#B stands for upper bounded class
B modifiers (at most, maximally, up to, . . . ) and MOD"B for the lower bound
modifiers (at least, from, minimally, . . . ).
(104) ÇMOD#BÉ =  d.  M. maxn(M(n)) = d
(105) ÇMOD"BÉ =  d.  M. minn(M(n)) = d
These combine with a numeral that has combined with one of two differ-
ent possible silent -manys, one which introduces existence, and one which
introduces both existence and uniqueness.
This proposal only deals with superlative modifiers in their function
as modifiers of numerals, and therefore does not account for their wider
distribution or focus-sensitivity. Furthermore, the account of the ignorance
implicature with at most relies on an unspecified “reinterpretation” process
introducing a speaker epistemic possibility modal. Nouwen’s semantics
generates a reading for (106) on which it is equivalent to (107) on an “exactly”
reading.
(106) Jasper invited at most 10 people.
(107) Jasper invited 10 people.
Nouwen claims that this reading is blocked because it can be expressed
through a simpler form. The hearer therefore reinterprets (106) to be a
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statement about what the speaker holds possible, and an epistemic possibility
modal for the speaker is introduced into the interpretation. It is not clear how
this reinterpretation process works or under what circumstances it applies.
For example, as Nouwen notes in footnote 12, acknowledging an anonymous
reviewer, the same reasoning should apply to exactly 10; this should get
reinterpreted with some kind of speaker possibility modal since there is a
simpler way of expressing the same idea, namely (107). On our account, the
ignorance implicatures follow much more straightforwardly.10
4.4 Speech act analysis: Cohen & Krifka (2011)
Cohen & Krifka (2011) analyze superlative modifiers as illocutionary op-
erators. According to this view, to express at least ↵ is to constrain the
possible future developments of the conversation. A conversation consists
of a sequence of commitments on the part of the participants (the commit-
ment development), and meta-speech acts serve to constrain future potential
commitments. One such meta-speech act is grant (somewhat misleadingly
named). To grant   is to express the negation of the speech act of asserting
¬ . Negating a speech act (“denegation”) is not quite like negating a proposi-
tion; for example, when one says I don’t promise to come, one is negating the
speech act of promising. Using ⇠ as the symbol for denegation, grant( ) is
defined as ⇠ assert(¬ ). In other words, a speaker who grants   indicates
that he or she is unwilling to assert ¬ . This rules out future developments
of the conversation on which the speaker is committed to ¬ .
Superlative modifiers are quantifiers over grants on this view. For
example, at least three   expresses that the speaker refuses to grant, for all
n less than three, that John petted n rabbits. Cohen and Krifka represent the
meaning of (108) as in (109).
(108) John petted at least three rabbits.
(109) C + V
n<3
⇠ grant(|rabbit|\ | x. pet(j, x)| = n),
where C is a commitment space
10 Schwarz, Buccola & Hamilton (2012) offer a further critique of Nouwen (2010); they argue
that Nouwen’s Class B modifiers should not be lumped together so coarsely. We have not
addressed any of the other ‘Class B’ modifiers in the present article, so their criticism does
not apply to our proposal.
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Again, ⇠ is the ‘denegation’ symbol, and V symbolizes a kind of generalized
conjunction that applies to meta-speech acts, and + represents how the
commitment space is updated. This formula says that the speaker does not
grant that John petted zero rabbits, one rabbit, or two rabbits.
As this account operates on the speech act level, it is a non-trivial question
what the very truth-conditions of sentences involving superlatives are. It
seems clear, though, that since (108) disallows a development of the conver-
sation on which the speaker becomes committed to John’s petting of 0, 1 or
2 rabbits, the sentence can be said to be false under those conditions. This is
a desirable prediction.
To capture the conditions under which the sentence is true poses a bigger
problem according to Cohen and Krifka. (108) should turn out to be true if
John petted exactly four rabbits. Cohen and Krifka say that this circumstance
would not be “sufficient to account for the truth of” (108), because the speaker
“could, for example, also assert” John did not pet exactly four rabbits (p. 22).
They say (p. 22), “In this case, it would still be the case that the minimal
n s.t. the speaker grants that John petted exactly n rabbits is three [so
the requirements imposed by at least according to their theory would be
satisfied], yet [(108)] would be false, rather than true.” Here they are implying
that if the speaker can consistently assert that John did not pet exactly four
rabbits, then John petted at least three rabbits is false. But just because the
sentence is true if John petted exactly four rabbits doesn’t mean that the
sentence is false if John didn’t pet exactly four rabbits. Suppose John petted
exactly five rabbits. Then a speaker could truthfully assert that John did
not pet exactly four rabbits, and it is still perfectly true that John petted at
least three rabbits. The sentence will also be true if John petted exactly four
rabbits. Just because a speaker could consistently assert that something is
not the case does not mean that the sentence is false when it is the case. So
the possibility of consistently asserting John did not pet exactly four rabbits
does not preclude (108) being true when John petted exactly four rabbits.
Nevertheless, to remedy this perceived problem, Cohen and Krifka assume
that at least “does not have standard truth conditions: to get a proposition
from it, we need a scalar implicature” (p. 32). We admit that we do not
understand how this works. Here is how Cohen and Krifka explain it (p. 22):
By using a superlative quantifier, the speaker took the trouble
to indicate that she accepts the commitments of all of the
assertions in (60) [namely: John did not pet exactly zero rabbits,
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John did not pet exactly one rabbit, and John did not pet exactly
two rabbits]; if she also wanted to commit to the claim that
John did not pet exactly n rabbits for other values of n, the
maxim of Quantity dictates that she should have indicated that
as well. From the fact that she didn’t, we can conclude, by a
straightforward implicature, that she is not committed to such
an assertion. Since the content of all the assertions that the
speaker is committed to is true, it follows that [(108)] is true if
John petted exactly four rabbits, which is the result we want.
We do not understand what “all the assertions that the speaker is committed
to” refers to in this passage, nor how the truth of their content leads to
the desired conclusion. If the assertions that the speaker is committed to
(via scalar implicature) are those that the speaker is not committed to the
negation of, then the speaker must be committed to an infinite number of
contradictory assertions, including John petted exactly four rabbits and John
petted exactly five rabbits. And we cannot even assume that the speaker is
committed to even one of these; John petted at least three rabbits does not
imply in any way, either through entailment or implicature, that John petted
exactly four rabbits. So we cannot understand their explanation.
The notion that conversational implicature is required for “complete truth
conditions” plays a crucial role in their explanation for the fact that at least
does not always sound acceptable under negation, as Geurts & Nouwen (2007)
pointed out, e.g.:
(110) a. *None of the guests danced with at least/most three of the
waitresses.
b. *Betty didn’t have at least/most three martinis.
(111) a. John hardly ate {???at least three / more than two} apples.
b. This won’t take {???at least 50 / more than 45} minutes.
Since negation is a downward-entailing environment, scalar implicatures do
not arise there, so at least sentences lack complete truth conditions in such
environments, according to Cohen and Krifka. As Cohen and Krifka put it on
p. 32, “Since [the complete truth conditions of scalar modifiers] are generated
by scalar implicature, it follows that it should not be possible to embed them
in a downward entailing context.”
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As the foregoing discussion implies, Cohen & Krifka (2011) make a distinc-
tion between truth conditions and falsity conditions, stating that the falsity
conditions of superlative modifiers follow semantically, while the truth con-
ditions follow through a scalar implicature. We find this idea conceptually
problematic, because it conflates the distinction between implicature and
entailment entirely. Fundamental to the notion of implicature is that a sen-
tence can be true without any of its implicatures being true. For example,
“Some of the students passed” can be true even if not all of the students
passed— indeed, this possibility is what shows that “Not all of the students
passed” is an implicature rather than an entailment. Cohen and Krifka would
presumably not want to say that the truth conditions of some are derived
by scalar implicature, but let us consider what it would mean if they were.
Suppose that the truth conditions for “Some of the students passed” were
derived by scalar implicature. That would mean that in order for “Some
of the students passed” to be true, “Not all of the students passed” would
have to be true. But if that were the case, we would say that “Some of the
students passed” entails “Not all of the students passed.”11 The same applies
to superlative modifiers: If the truth of a statement containing a superla-
tive modifier depends on some other statement being true, then the latter
statement is entailed, not conversationally implicated. So, given a distinction
between implicature and entailment, it seems conceptually impossible that
truth conditions could be “derived via scalar implicature”.
However, as they point out, the negation data is a problem for the type
of account that Büring pursues involving disjunction, because disjunctions
do not seem to behave quite in the same way as superlative modifiers under
negation. (112a) is attested and sounds natural, but the corresponding exam-
ple with at least sounds odd. With more than, the sentence sounds natural
again.
(112) a. Nobody wants to spend three days or more in hospital if
they could be safely back home within 24 hours.
b. #Nobody wants to spend at least three days in hospital if they
could be safely back home within 24 hours.
c. Nobody wants to spend more than two days in hospital if
they could be safely back home within 24 hours.
11 Here is a standard definition of entailment (Chierchia & McConnell-Ginet 1990): A entails B if
and only if whenever A is true, B is true too.
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This suggests that we cannot use interactiveness to explain the embedding
facts. And indeed, from a theoretical perspective, interactiveness does not
predict that these elements should not be embeddable.12 Therefore this data
remains unaccounted for under our account.
As Cohen and Krifka discuss, based on observations from Nilsen 2007,
there are cases in which superlative modifiers can be embedded in downward-
entailing environments, and interestingly, these seem limited to contexts in
which pragmatic strength is aligned with some evaluative “goodness” (with
some exceptions). Cohen and Krifka propose that there are two at leasts, one
of which is specified for evaluative scales and capable of appearing under
negation. Following the terminology of Nakanishi & Rullmann (2009) we
may call the at least that can convey speaker ignorance epistemic, and the
evaluative one concessive.
We find the assumption of two separate lexical entries plausible based
on how their properties cluster together, as the following examples from
Nakanishi & Rullmann (2009) shows. One difference between them is that
the concessive entails the prejacent. For example, (113a) does not imply that
Mary is an associate professor but (113b) does.
(113) a. Mary is at least an associate professor. epistemic
b. At least Mary is an associate professor. concessive
Furthermore, an epistemic interpretation is not possible when no higher
alternatives are known to be true, while this is not the case for the concessive
interpretation:
(114) a. #Mary didn’t win a gold medal, but she won at least a silver
medal. epistemic
b. Mary didn’t win a gold medal, but at least she won a silver
medal. concessive
Finally, as hinted at by the term ‘evaluative’ used by Cohen and Krifka, the
concessive indicates the prejacent is dispreferred (that one is “settling for
less”), while epistemic at least does not convey such a judgment:
(115) a. Phelps won at least eight medals. epistemic
b. #At least Phelps won eight medals. concessive
12 However, notice that disjunctions are sometimes bad in the same places as superlatives:
(i) ???John hardly ate three or more apples.
(ii) ???This won’t take 45 or more minutes.
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As these examples show, the epistemic interpretation arises from sentence-
medial uses of at least, while sentence-initial uses tend to give rise to the
concessive interpretation. Biezma (2013) argues that the difference between
these interpretations is not simply a matter of syntactic distribution, and
that the context plays a crucial role in the selection of one over the other.
Biezma aims to give a unified analysis of these two uses of at least. According
to her analysis, for a concessive interpretation to arise it has to be known
that no higher alternatives are true. Then no scalar implicature is triggered,
and it follows that the prejacent is true. We are still not entirely convinced
that there are not two separate lexical items; Biezma’s account does not
explain the evaluativity of concessive at least, nor the difference in syntactic
distribution. So we side with Cohen and Krifka on this issue, assuming there
to be two separate lexical items.
But contrary to what Cohen and Krifka predict, epistemic at least can
occur in downward-entailing environments:
(116) a. Everyone who was at least an assistant professor was invited,
and nobody else. () Full professors were invited)
b. Everyone who reads at least 40 hours gets one entry to the
“super raffle”.
c. Attendance is FREE to everyone who brings at least one boat
for others to try.
These uses of at least cannot be concessive: (116a) should only be possible
under a concessive interpretation if it is known that nobody is a full professor,
as the use of concessive at least presupposes that x is not higher on the
scale. Furthermore, (116b) and (116c) do not naturally give rise to a “settle
for less”/“evaluative” reading, as the consequences of fulfilling the minimal
requirement laid out by at least is arguably positive and not ranked low with
respect to the expectations of the addressees. Therefore, while it remains an
interesting puzzle why evaluative scales seem to be required in downward-
entailing environments, we conclude that Cohen and Krifka’s explanation
based on the assumption that there is a separate lexical item does not seem
to capture all the facts.
One might wonder whether it is possible to embed sentences with su-
perlative modifiers at all under Cohen & Krifka’s (2011) account. The answer
is yes, if the embedding operator can embed speech acts. To account for
Mary thinks that John petted at least three rabbits, for example, they state
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that meta-speech acts are similar to propositional attitudes, “and hence are
predicted to be embeddable under [propositional attitude verbs]” (p. 46).
What about authoritative readings, as in The paper has to be at least 10 pages
long? The modal has to be able to embed speech acts in order to take wide
scope over at least. Cohen and Krifka discuss the example John needs at least
three martinis, and they say that in order to get the wide scope reading, they
“are treating the verb need as a sort of meta-speech act. Specifically, the verb
must be able to subcategorize for speech acts, i.e. the subject must be an
entity that is capable of granting (typically a human).” In a case like The
paper has to be at least 10 pages long, there is no human subject, so it does
not appear as if their solution will carry over to this case.
To summarize, there appear to us to be some problems with Cohen and
Krifka’s account, although the predictions are not easy to evaluate. Crucially,
we are not convinced by their explanation for the constraints on embedding
of superlative modifiers under negation, and the system does not seem to
generate superlative modifiers embedded under necessity modals, hence
authoritative readings, assuming that necessity modals are not meta-speech
acts. Furthermore, the account relies on the assumption that truth conditions
can be derived via scalar implicature, which we have argued to be conceptually
problematic. Our account is comparatively mundane and provides a clear
account of the ignorance implicature and authoritative readings, though
we admit that there is still work to be done in order to explain the limited
distribution of superlative modifiers under negation.
5 Summary
We have proposed an analysis of the superlative modifiers at least and at
most that accounts for the relationship between them and only, when paired
with the analysis of only in Beaver & Clark 2008 and Coppock & Beaver 2011.
This analysis also successfully explains its truth conditions, its flexibility in
distribution, its focus-sensitivity, and its ability to give rise to authoritative
readings.
We have argued further that superlative modifiers are interactive, meaning
that they raise issues to be resolved. Given the Maxim of Interactive Sincerity,
this allows us to account for the fact that superlative modifiers give rise
to ignorance implicatures. We have argued that comparative modifiers are
not interactive, and hence they do not give rise to ignorance implicatures.
Furthermore, using Balogh’s (2009) exhaustivity operator, we can account
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for the fact that superlative modifiers do not give rise to scalar implicatures,
while corresponding sentences lacking them do. The inquisitive analysis also
sheds light on the interaction between superlative modifiers and modals.
One issue that remains unsolved is the contrast between superlative
and comparative modifiers in certain negative environments observed by
Cohen & Krifka (2011). This point aside, however, the present analysis
captures all of the facts mentioned in the introduction, unlike any previous
analysis. The analysis is moreover relatively mundane, avoiding appeal to
exotic notions like modal concord, reinterpretation, and truth conditions
derived by implicature, and relatively general, making use of independently
motivated pragmatic principles. One theoretical innovation, however, has
been to bring pragmatic strength rankings into inquisitive semantics. It will
be interesting to see what other interactions we may find between pragmatic
strength and inquisitivity in future research.
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